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her leading intellectuals, were cosmopolitans who
took their good where they found it, whether from
France, or England, or Italy ; and having appropriated
it, put upon it a stamp at once national and individual.
Hermann Hettner, in his evergreen history of the
eighteenth century, quotes from Goethe an illuminat-
ing comparison of the history of knowledge to a great
musical fugue. The literature of the epoch., he points
out, is just such a fugue, of which each new develop-
ment marks an increase in richness and volume.
England was the first to give out the melody : France
then took it up where England broke off: and
ultimately the leading voice passed to Germany.
And, as in a rightly constructed fugue., all this develop-
ment was carried out in perfect harmony with the
basic key, and each voice was harmoniously merged in
the other. Thus in a fuller sense than of other ages,
we may speak of the European symphony of literature
in the eighteenth century.
What now is the precise nature of this process of
assimilation in German eighteenth-century literature ?
Professor Kuno Francke, in his stimulating history
of German literature, published more than a quarter
of a century ago under the title Social Forces in German
Literature : .A Study in the History of Civilisation^
propounded a suggestive hypothesis: he saw in the
German movement <c a continual struggle between
individualistic and collectivistic tendencies, between
man and society, between personality and tradition,
between liberty and unity, between cosmopolitanism
and nationality-—a struggle which may be said to be
the prime motive power of all human progress.??1
That an oscillation there is, has been palpable, since
Francke's lucid presentation, to all English and
American readers; but I have never felt satisfied that
his association of the literary movement with the
social movement provides the right key. That
1 K, Ftancke: Social Fanes in German LJterattw, New Yotk, 1896
(Introduction) p» 3.

